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Java Enterprise in a Nutshell is an indispensable quick reference for Java programmers who are

writing distributed enterprise applications. The book provides fast-paced tutorials on the following

Java Enterprise APIs:JDBC, a vendor-independent API for accessing relational database

systemsRMI, a Java-only approach to distributed computing that relies on remote method

invocationJava IDL, a CORBA-based, language-independent approach to distributed

computingJava servlets, a mechanism for extending a web server that allows Java code to perform

tasks traditionally handled by CGI scriptsJNDI, a generic Java API for working with networked

naming and directory servicesEnterprise JavaBeans, a component model that separates high-level

business logic from low-level housekeeping chores like security and transaction managementThese

APIs are the building blocks of the Java 2 Platform, Enterprise Edition (J2EE), Sun's recently

announced new platform for enterprise computing. J2EE is the standard Java 2 platform with a

number of extensions for enterprise development.Java Enterprise in a Nutshell also contains

O'Reilly's classic-style, quick-reference material for all of the classes in the various packages that

comprise the Enterprise APIs. This material includes the core Enterprise APIs that are part of Java

1.2, as well as numerous standard extensions.This book is a companion to both Java in a Nutshell,

3rd Edition, which covers the key non-graphical, non-enterprise APIs in Java 1.2, and Java

Foundation Classes in a Nutshell, which describes the graphics- and GUI-related classes of Java

1.2.
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Disclaimer: I am an avowed O'Reilly technical series fan, and proud of it. Whenever I want to

understand a new technology I head to the O'Reilly shelf in my local Borders before I look anywhere

else. So adjust your expectations accordingly.As the name implies, this massive tome (971 pages

stem to stern) covers a mind numbing range of technologies associated with "Enterprise" Java

software development. There are 17 sections in all, as well as your standard API reference pages.

As you would expect, all of the usual suspects are there - Servlets, JSP's, EJB's, JNDI, RMI,

CORBA, etc. In addition there were other enterprise technologies that I found useful as well -

Messaging, SQL, Java Mail and so on.When I sat down with this book my intention was to skim

through each section, look to see if there was anything that they missed, and crank out the 'ol

review. What I found was enough content in each of the technical sections to draw me into actually

reading the whole section. I mean, who would take the time to read a full section on CORBA

nowadays unless there were interesting things there (yes, I see all of you CORBA proponents

shaking your fists out there - don't you have some IDL to write?).Once I completed the reference

sections I cracked open the latter half of the book to take a peek at the API section. I found it well

organized, asthetically pleasing, and about as useful as a screen door on a submarine. Note that

this API publishing is NOT unique to O'Reilly - It seems that most of the technical publishing

companies still commit arboreal mass murder to publish these API sections. Note to publishers:

When the half life of the information you are printing is measured in months, think about a different

delivery mechanism.
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